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1. INTRODUCTION  

In Malawi the energy sector was envisaged to play a central role in enhancing the performance of the 

economy; improving delivery of social services; creating investment and employment opportunities; 

and reducing poverty. The country was focused on the energy sector as the prime mover for 

Agriculture and Industry, two sectors which contribute about 50% of the National GDP of Malawi 

(the contributions from Agriculture and Industry are 33% and 19% respectively). Improvement in the 

energy sector was expected to positively impact on other sectors, through well-defined policies and 

institutional frameworks, international assistance from development partners and partnerships with 

the private sector. 

 

In recognition of the role that the energy sector plays to the development of the country, the Malawi 

government through the Ministry of Natural Resources, Energy and Mining (MNREM) had revised 

the Malawi Energy Policy to ensure that the energy policy is in line with the current energy 

development aspirations. Specifically the policy set the direction for access to affordable, reliable, 

sustainable, efficient and modern energy for all Malawians by 2030. The government had also 

developed the first Malawi Renewable Energy Strategy, MRES, which set out a detailed set of priorities 

and actions to achieve the universal access to renewable electricity and a sustainable bioenergy sector. 

The MRES was designed to set the immediate agenda for action to promote renewables and improve 

the regulatory, fiscal and legal framework for the sector. In additional to the policy and strategies, there 

were about 50 standards on renewable energy published by Malawi Bureau of Standards. 

 

The Energy Policy also set the key institutions to provide governance and regulations in the energy 

sector in Malawi. One of the key institution is the Malawi Energy Regulatory Authority (MERA) that 

was mandated, among other functions, to regulate utilization of energy sources. Energy Supply 

Cooperation of Malawi, ESCOM – also another key institution that was relevant as Malawi unbundled 

its plans, and objectives for the various policies, strategies and plans. At that moment, ESCOM relied 

on hydroelectric power whose capacity was only 351MW against the estimated suppressed demand of 

400MW, and having power plants located only in the Shire River. Because access to grid electricity 

was at 10%, Biomass accounting for about 90% of energy supply. 

 

Due to unsustainable use of fuelwood and charcoal (by November 2018, 97% of Malawians relied on 

biomass energy for cooking fuel), and poor agricultural practices, resulting in a high rate of 

deforestation and forest degradation, Malawi is a net emitter of GHGs. Therefore, reliance on biomass 

energy for the majority of Malawians households continued to put pressure on existing forests, thereby 

reducing Malawi's sink capacity further. Nationally determined contributions, NDCs, being at the 

heart of the Paris Agreement and the achievement of these long-term goals, embodied efforts by each 

country to reduce national emissions and adapt to the impacts of climate change. The Malawi’s NDCs 

indicated that, at sectoral level, the largest emitters of greenhouse gases were forestry and land-use, 

agriculture and energy respectively. The NDCs highlighted various Malawi’s Policy-based mitigation 

actions in all sectors including the Energy sector. 
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Successful implementation of all these policies, agreements, plans, actions and strategies needed a 

strategic coordination and communication between all players in the energy sector at every level. 

However, it had been observed that there was a communication gap which led to challenges in 

implementation of the policies, strategies and standards. Communities, CSOs, and even other 

government departments were unable to put into practice these same actions that the country had 

committed to.  

 

In this regard, CISONECC in partnership with VSO, through Climate Justice and Energy Project 

organised a panel discussion which was designed to respond to the question on whether the energy 

governance, management and practices and priorities in Malawi were enough to take the 

country to a low carbon energy pathway and sustainable future.  

2. AIMS OF THE PANEL DISCUSSION 

The panel discussion was organized with the aim of raising awareness on the Energy Governance, 

Malawi’s energy goals and priorities in line with the aspirations of achieving the goal of attaining a low 

carbon energy pathway and sustainable future.  

 

Specifically, the objectives of the panel discussion were; 

 

1. To raise awareness on the Government of Malawi’s renewable energy policies, plans and 

priorities in relation to the aspiration of transforming the country into a low carbon 

emission economy  

2. To examine the effectiveness of institutions in line with the aspirations of transforming the 

country into a low carbon emission pathway  

3. To interrogate the coherence and effectiveness of renewable energy policies and strategies 

in line with the agenda of transforming the country into a low carbon emission pathway 

4. To discuss the coherence and effectiveness of renewable energy policies and strategies in 

line with the agenda of transforming the country into a low carbon emission economy  

5. Propose solutions related to existing institutions and policies that are in place managing 

renewable energy sector in Malawi.  

3. EXPECTED OUTCOMES 

The following were the expected outcomes  

1. Increased awareness on the Government of Malawi’s renewable energy policies, plans and 

priorities in relation to the aspiration of transforming the country into a low carbon emission 

economy 

2. Improved coherence and effectiveness of relevant policies and strategies in line with the 

agenda to transform the country into a low carbon emission pathway 
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3. Increased effectiveness of institutions to implement the relevant policies, plans, strategies and 

actions that are in line with the aspirations of transforming the country into a low carbon 

emission pathway  

4. Increased understanding of the renewable energy policies and on the agenda to transform the 

country into a low carbon emission pathway 

5. Documented proposed solutions related to the existing institutions and policies that are in 

place managing renewable energy sector in Malawi. 

4. PROCEEDINGS 

4.1 Panellists  

The panel was composed of representative from Department of Energy Affairs, The Malawi 

renewable Energy Partnership Group (MREPG), Mzuzu University and Community Energy Malawi. 

The discussion was moderated by Owen Lupesya from Zodiak Broadcasting Station. The panellists 

were as follows; 

No Name Institution Sector 

1.  Barbara Banda  National Association of 

Business Women  

Civil Society 

2.  Sayidi Banda Department of Energy Government of Malawi 

3.  Edgar Kapiza 

Bayani 

Community Energy Malawi Malawi Renewable Energy 

Partnership Group 

4.  Collen Zalengera Mzuzu University Academia 

 

4.2 Brief Energy Situation Background  

In all daily endeavours from driving cards to heating homes, as a developing economy and growing 

population, Malawi had increased in energy consumption. There had been clear scientific evidence on 

the adverse effects of climate change on a country like Malawi since the country had not been able 

affected much. From the Paris agreement, there was need for each country to reduce their carbon 

emissions to ensure globally, each country was mitigating the effects of climate change. 

4.3 Roles of each Sector for each country to move to a low carbon emission pathway 

a. Government of Malawi, through the Department of Energy 

Sayidi Banda from the Department of Energy Affairs, DoEA explained that the department was 

responsible for developing policy guidance for the energy sector, and in the policies the enabling 

environment for all the stakeholders in the Energy sector; ESCOM, EGENCO, MERA and other 

IPPs.  The policies set to be in line with public interest, ensure electric supply is available. Ensure that 
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energy resources are accessible, sustainable and affordable and strategies are in place to ensure that 

the energy is utilised sustainably and that the public is aware of all energy issues in Malawi.  

b. Community Energy Malawi, Malawi Renewable Energy Partnership Group 

Edgar Kapiza Bayani, Country Director for Community Energy Malawi, and a member of the Malawi 

Renewable Energy Partnership Group gave a brief description of their role in the shift to a low carbon 

emission pathway. He explained that Community Energy Malawi Works on renewable energy issues 

in Malawi and coordination in the MREPG; the MREPG is made up of CSOs, Government, and 

Development Partners. Green and inclusive Energy Partnership, worked on translating Energy words 

in vernacular. There is a glossary of words on Energy that have been translated to vernacular and it 

was uploaded on the website; www.mphamvunow.com. These words were translated to ensure that 

all the Words that are used in energy are easily expressed to local communities. 

MREPG, with Government was looking for international partnerships to ensure that all institutions 

that were working on Renewable Energy were supported to ensure Malawi as a whole moves to a low 

carbon emission pathway. Big Shift campaign with CISONECC. Green and Inclusive Energy 

Partnership works with local communities building their capacity to ensure the local communities play 

a role in the development of renewable energy in their areas. 

c. National Association of Business Women/NGO Gender Coordination Network 

Barbara Banda, from National Association of Business Women, NABW and the NGO-GCN gave a 

brief description of their role. A lot of women are in business (i.e. cooking businesses, saloons, etc.) 

therefore they require energy hence women must not be side-lined. In the Green and inclusive Energy 

Partnership, the NABW and NGO-GCN is in partnership with government to ensure that the 

renewable energy is accessible to the women doing business. There is also a Gender and energy 

platform that is going to have all women that are participating in the renewable energy space so that 

they are able to make decisions in policies in the government. To ensure women are also taking part 

in the development of policies  

d. Mzuzu University, the Academia 

Dr Collen Zalengera from the Mzuzu University represented the academia and explained briefly the 

roe of the academia. These institutions take a leading role of building capacity and research. In building 

capacity/teaching, the institutions ensure that students are aware and know how to develop the 

renewable energies, its operations and use, and have them using it in their spheres of contact and 

beyond. Students leave the schools knowing electricity generation from Renewable energy such as 

Solar, Biogas, Wind etc. The schools also produces experts in installation of these same equipment, 

renewable Energy policy developing, etc. They are also taking a leading role in research to ensure that 

activities such as development of policies and implementation of activities by CSOs are research based. 

A good example was a research that was done. The results were done and findings showed that Likoma 

Island’s use of generators to provide 14 hours of electricity, and if they were to be operational 24 

hours, they would be emitting 15,000 tons of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. The one of the 

recommendations that came out and was being implemented was that a solar PV system and wind 

http://www.mphamvunow.com/
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energy to be implemented and the money to install the equipment would not even be more than the 

amount that was being used.  

 

With the government, there is a lot of collaboration. Whenever there is development of policies, the 

institutions, especially Mzuzu University, are always involved and give inputs into that, i.e. the Action 

Agenda for Energy for 2030, Energy Efficiency. The inputs that the institutions give are always 

research based.    

4.4 Questions and Comments from the audience 

 UNDP for one has been part of a lot of capacity building within the stakeholders and especially 

the communities on importance, and use of Renewable Energy and has been supporting many 

projects on it. The Development partners have also been ensuring. The development partners 

indeed have various interventions planned, but one this is certain, the DPs have resources and 

are ready and willing to support interventions on Renewable Energy and there is much that 

we all can tap in to. They also ensured that there is collaboration by guiding the MREPG being 

formed and active. The DPS are also looking at empowering independent power producers 

are connected to the national grid. Etta Mmangitsa UNDP 

 There is much that CSOs are doing individually as well as having an operational platform space 

with the government to ensure that global goal is being achieved. Policies have targets, with 

the surface that we have, as a country, are we really getting to the goal of moving to a low 

carbon emission pathway? It is being noted that most of these policies are present but it is the 

civil society that is being on the forefront to implement them and ensuring that we really 

moving to a low carbon emission pathway.  Julius Ng’oma, CISONECC 

 The academia is undertaking many studies, but how much of these are transforming into 

tangible results based on the recommendations? We are looking for moving to a low carbon 

emission pathway but nobody is talking about Renewable Energy since there a lot generator 

purchases within the local communities, being led by the government. Is this not confliction 

of policies and which policies should be used at what time? On raising awareness to the general 

population, are hotel meetings and conferences enough on raising awareness since 

communities are not entirely represented there? Mike Mervin Banda – Malawi Economic Justice 

Network  

 There are entrepreneurs that are practicing renewable energy but are not recognized in the 

larger market. Malasha Briquettes for instance, is a company that produces charcoal from 

organic wastes and plays the role of ensuring that Malawi reduces ore removes all the 

deforestation problems that have arose over the years. Renewable energy is not solar alone, 

there is a lot that can be done beyond solar, because most people present have charcoal in 

their houses. Let policies be used properly implementing policies like the way other countries 

have developed  by ensuring ta Richard Mulotha, Malasha Briquettes 
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 Is what CSOs discuss during platforms like the panel discussion being used? We need to follow 

up as to whether the recommendations that are given get used and if there is any difference, 

there should be stock for next discussions, so that there is proof of any difference. That should 

be like monitoring of the same. There are a lot of technical issues that are being done, technical 

and theory is done very nicely in Malawi, but in governance, have we done enough study. It 

would be good to check what barriers are there in implementation of these policies, academia 

should tackle some social and governance, and the change can come from there, since the 

technical cannot go without the governance of the same. In advocacy, are we targeting the 

right people, after the meeting, can we not consider candidates on their commitments on low 

carbon emission and sustainability of energy resources.  Tchaka Kamanga, Citizen  

 We dwell on a lot of solar and rural electrification, but what about the peri-urban community 

and how they provide for their energy? In Lilongwe for example, there are some areas not 

connected to the national power grid and they therefore rely on charcoal. Providing accessible 

and affordable energy is such a contradiction for them since they might not be able to afford 

them or even access the electricity. For a country that is working on moving to a low emission 

pathway, why are we still looking at the building a coal power plant that is scheduled to happen 

at Kam’mwamba? In terms of expansion of other sources of energy such as the mini-grids as 

there is also potential? Charles Mkoka, Association of Environmental Journalists 

 The challenges and barriers that the country has been facing on these energy issues is really 

lack of political will. If the government would decide to set the rules and ensure that no one 

is using charcoal, it would be implemented as there would be the governing principles in place. 

Gas cookers would be done if the government would be able to put extra attention on it, such 

as ensuring people access them by subsidizing to the people. 

4.5 Questions and comments received via SMSs 

1. Should we say that the policies that the governemt develops are functional in Malawi? – Silvia 

Munthali, Karonga 

2. On charcoal, what sort of initiatives are there to ensure that deforestation reducing as this s 

affecting all districts in Malawi. John Mulindi Kapiri, Dedza 

3. Many CSOs and the Malawian Government are busy with various activities to ensure that as 

a country, we are well on our way in ensuring that we are moving to a low carbon emission 

pathway. Are we also ensuring that our neighboring countries are also doing the same?  Bayiton 

chilonga Maulana, Makhetha-Machinjiri, Blantyre 

4. Which districts and villages are the community energy Malawi projects taking place? Kavala, 

TA Kanyenda, Nkhotakota 

5. We are doing a lot of tree planting and we also have started building simple biogas digestors 

using a 200 litre plastic drum. We are interested to share this technology and also link with 

other institutions. Jimmy Mzilahowa Twesa In Community Development, Karonga 
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6. It would be good for the government to reduce the price of electricity so that when the rest 

of the areas get connected to the grid, they are also able to afford. Even for solar or renewable 

equipment, if the prices could be a bit more affordable more people would be using the same 

even for cooking as well. 

7. The people that are responsible for policy making are not enforcing their own laws when it 

comes to them because they are able to allow someone to be arrested because of one bag of 

charcoal and yet truckloads of charcoal is transported to Lilongwe each week, properly passing 

the roadblocks.  

8. The issue of toxic gases emission into the atmosphere is overcoming Malawi now, because the 

government is fighting against the problem of electricity while polluting the same with use of 

generators to power the country. 

9. For CSOs that are working in the renewable energy, can they not coordinate to work on a 

solution that will be able to provide the renewable energy in all the rural areas since even when 

ESCOM connects an area, there are still many blackouts?  

10. It would not be possible for Malawi to move to a low carbon emission pathway because we 

are still developing and even though there are many factories now, and we need the companies 

for the various development activities. Mwawasalimu, in Makanjira, Mangochi 

11. According to the Bible, this is the season for what is happening now and whatever policies or 

plans the government puts in place, nothing will work. 

12. Civil Society Organisations should take a leading role in waste management as there are still 

areas without skips and these areas affect the air quality in that area and people also get sick 

due to these. The CSOs should also realise that they have a role to play with the Government 

in ensuring that they introduce the renewable energy in all the communities within Malawi. 

Charity makonda, in Salima  

13. What are the effects of global warming especially on the climate? Dr Praise Mtoloka, Livingstonia 

in Rumphi 

14. How much is allocated by government on Renewable Energy 2018-2019 financial year and 

how has this benefited a Malawian citizen? Joseph Nthondo in Kasungu 

15. My questions goes to government representative, if they are serious about this issue why 

not enforcing rules and doing regular civic education among the people? 

16. This programme is good but is this what our country requires at the moment? Honestly, for 

government to constantly be in a war with CSOs then the only ones who will not benefit are 

the local communities and the CSOs shouls cease to exist. Let us forge ahead! Chehe Matiyana 

from Mangochi (Shadow Councillor for Mangochi North) 

17. Why is a poor country like Malawi pioneering clean energy initiatives when other richer 

countries that are more influential like USA not playing a part? Kambuku from Maone, Blantyre  

18. There is need for all leaders to understand that the length of the time there has been power 

outages and also realise that it is these power outages that can increase the carbon emission 

because those with capabilities to use ESCOM power are still unable to during these times.  

19. It is unfortunate that as a country we are so lenient on enforcing our so called beautiful laws. 

Malawi is free for all. Pollution is an order of the day.  
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20. This is a good program and the time is limited. Next time, add the time as these issues affect 

everyone and there is need to involve various people from all over Malawi. Godfrey from 

Mangochi 

21. If we say we have the laws what is the problem duty bearers to enforce them since they are 

the ones that make these policies and laws? 

22. We have to mitigate harmful gaseous emissions that disturb the ozone layer thereby 

aggravating the exorbitant accumulation Of Co2 in the atmosphere. Benad Nahu 

23. It is relevant for all of us to be part of this for the continuation of our lives here on the earth 

24. Is there no law against those that are destroying the environment? Benard Ching’ona from Lilongwe 

4.6 Responses to the questions 

 Collen Zalengera, PhD, responded to the questions and comments on academia to clarify 

and explain further what their role is. He explained that technically the academia is doing 

much yes, and it is not only working on research. Academia is also working on practical 

things that are getting to various districts especially on solar, biomass for cooking etc.  And 

communities are actually benefitting. Some students actually put to practice, such as one 

who has made a solar technology that allows for hatching of eggs in solar powered 

incubators and that gets used. National Commission for Science and Technology has 

provided resources to three organizations and one of the organizations is a group of 

students from Mzuzu University that had implemented biogas energy in one of the areas. 

The funding has been provided to them so that they can implement a project on biogas 

energy in another region and community to improve cooking for the community members. 

On policies, there is also research that has been done and the research has been used to 

give inputs into the revision of the Energy Policy. Three districts in each region were 

surveyed to check the capability to purchase and use the Renewable energy policies, and 

some communities gave positive feedback to say that they are able to buy and would be 

using. Sometimes a lot of people rush to review the policies, but the first part is 

implementation and on implementation, we are sure that the policies are not implementing. 

Many people are not even aware of the laws that govern the energy sector, for example 

Rural Electrification Act has a lot for many people to see and yet Malawians had left such 

for lawyers. 

 Sayidi Banda from the DoEA clarifying on the role of the government in the Renewable 

Energy sector expressed that the energy policies are functional. He gave an example of the 

policy in which the government is empowering the private sector on introducing various 

enterprises that already exist and those that being introduced on the market. On conflicting 

policies, by making reference to the generators and clean energy; the government is working 

towards clean energy and the generators were only brought into play as a short term 

solution. On the raising of awareness on the policies present, there is much effort that the 

government is actually putting into the awareness raising through radio programmes, being 

involved with CSO activities, to ensure that there is dissemination of information to the 
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local councils, a website which is currently present and acting as an information hub for the 

energy sector.  

 Barbara Banda stated that NABW has been doing a lot on raising awareness by engaging 

the women parliamentarian coccus in 2017 on Renewable Energy policy which was at that 

time in its final stages, to have them understand its provisions as well as its implications on 

women in the communities. The women parliamentarians were only concerned on how 

they would carry the information to their communities. Women are most times now 

knowledgeable, there is no analysis on women’s part and yet goods for social benefit are 

purchased mostly by women but in platforms where policies are being discussed, they are 

not present, such as the most recent, panel discussion on the increases in fuel prices which 

was only comprised of male panelists even though the country has many female drivers. 

 Edgar Bayani stated that Community Energy Malawi is working in about 13 districts in 

Malawi and with Community based organizations on solar installations on schools, 

cookstoves production, and use of solar lighting, installation of micro-grid…etc. There is a 

lot of things that the CSOs can do but not every district can be tackled by the same CSOs.  

 Sayidi, DoEA also expressed that the MREPG was formulated to have the coordinated 

response as well as also ensure that the governance issues are tackled in the presence of 

government representatives. The new policy, the 2015 revised policy, has included gender 

mainstreaming as well to ensure that women are not sidelined in the development and 

implementation of the policy.  

 Sayidi, responding to a query on the government’s lack of stock-taking in their own policies 

mentioned Taking stock of the activities’ outcomes is done, and hence the revised energy 

policy has clearly indicated issues to do with gender. The new policy provisions are based 

on recommendations that were given by stakeholders in platforms like the panel discussion. 

 Edgar Bayani, from Community Energy Malawi, stated that it is not only academia that has 

a role in doing research, the NGO consortium can and has been doing studies. The legal 

and governance flaws in the energy sector were clearly stated after a study that a consortium 

had supported and one of the recommendations that were from there was development of 

the Malawi Renewable Energy Strategy which is a fruit of the governance issues. After the 

study, Community Energy Malawi, working with the communities, has created a platform 

where communities are able to lobby for their energy needs from duty bearers other than 

just requesting for the obvious roads, bridges, accountability, etc.   

 Sayidi from DoEA explained that the mini grids’ potential is there but the power than is 

usually referred to as power supply for them is unstable. Sometimes the mini grids can 

damage the system if not stable so there is a balance to ensure there is safety. The 

department of Energy has explored some strategies to increase access to electricity; the first 

is extension of the grids, the other is promotion of mini grids and promotion of standalone 
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systems.  A compendium of sites of potential mini grids is being mapped, working hand in 

hand with Ministry of Local Government because there are many potential sites for mini 

grids.  

 For those that use charcoal, Sayidi stated that the government through the MNREM has 

been planning on introducing Liquefied Petroleum Gas, LPG to ensure there is a reduction 

in the cutting down of trees. The only challenge that the LPG would have is that it is costly 

to use and to introduce the gas, there would be need for a lot of money to be given from 

the government account and/or development partners.  

5. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 Recommendations Responsible party  

1 The policies should be presented in such a way that they 

are easily understood as well as accessed by all parties, 

including the politicians with the political will to 

influence a change. 

 

Department of Energy, Ministry of Natural 

Resources, Energy and Mining 

2 There is need for institutions and individuals to take 

initiative and board steps to start using renewable 

energy sources such as solar in order to help the country 

to transmission to low carbon emission pathway  

 

Government, Private sector, NGOs, Civil 

Society Organisations, Academic institutions 

and All citizenly  

3 There is need to enforce the standards and regulations 

on renewable energy products in Malawi for a 

meaningful transmission to low carbon emission 

pathway  

Government of Malawi through MERA and 

Department of Energy Affairs 

4 There is need to support women to take part in real 

investments that are happening in renewable energy 

through provision of trainings for women to explore 

more Renewable Energy solutions for domestic energy 

use 

Government, Private sector, NGOs, Civil 

Society Organisations, Academic institutions 

and All citizenly 

5 There is need to ensure that there is adequate 

enforcement of Energy policies provisions through 

development and implementation of effective 

regulations and legislations in Malawi 

 

Government of Malawi through the Ministry 

of Natural Resources, Energy and Mining  

6 There is need to promote LPG as an alternative to 

Charcoal to reduce deforestation.  

 

Government of Malawi through the Ministry 

of Natural Resources, Energy and Mining 

with support from Private sector, NGOs, 
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Civil Society Organisations, Academic 

institutions 

7 There is need to explore opportunities related to mini-

grid to meet the clean energy demands in rural and peri-

urban areas in Malawi. 

 

Government, Civil Society and Academia 
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ANNEXES  

Annex 1 List of participants 

 Name  Organisation Phone number  Email  

1 Collen 

Zalengewa 

MZUNI 0992771811 czalengewa@yahoo.com  

2 Lameck 

Chirwa 

BULDING 

FURNITURES  

0995278000 Lameck922@gmail.com  

3 Jones 

Ntaukira 

ZUWA ENERGY 0995277900 jones@zuwaenergy.com  

4 Chilungamo 

Phiri 

WALA 

FOUNDATION 

0888957121 - 

5 Mike Banda  MEJN 0999920107 angozomike@gmail.com  

6 Wonderful 

Ntkhutche 

CEM 0888610259 wonderfulntkhutcha@gmail.com  

7 Melipher 

Chiguduli 

ZODIAC 0999366173 cmelipher@yahoo.com  

8 Mathews 

Banda  

ZODIAC 0999110921 mathewsbanda@gmail.com  

9 Mbumba 

Chigalu  

NCSC ENDEV 0997619951 mbumbachigaku@gmail.com  

10 Khatija 

Mussa  

GIZ ENDEV 0884761148 Khatija.mussa@giz.de  

11 Chimwemwe 

Kameza  

TIKODANE 

ORGANISATION 

0881970636 chimkameza@gmail.com  

12 Mtisunge 

Migoli 

VSO 0882734297 Mtisungemigoli@vso.int  

13 Racheal  

Chaziwa 

MFRDP/MDRRP 0881626800 chazikaracheal@gmail.com  

14 Babra Banda  NABIWI 09995752813 bandababra@gmail.com  

15 Saidi Owen  DOE 0999747503 saidibanda@hotmail.com   

16 Colins 

Mitochi 

CISONECC 0993742557 collimittochi@gmail.com  

17 Josephy 

Njoka 

CISONECC O999375755 joseph@cisoneccmw.org  

18 Charles 

Mkoka 

AED 0999852469 amkoka@gmail.com   

19 Timothy 

Bengo  

YONECO 0881477951 tbengo@gmail.com  

20  T Maseso  MANGALASI 0888386554 Emmmanuel.masebo.@gmail.com  

21 A Mulungu  ILLOVO 09995831140 Amulungu4@GMAIL.COM  

mailto:czalengewa@yahoo.com
mailto:Lameck922@gmail.com
mailto:jones@zuwaenergy.com
mailto:angozomike@gmail.com
mailto:wonderfulntkhutcha@gmail.com
mailto:cmelipher@yahoo.com
mailto:mathewsbanda@gmail.com
mailto:mbumbachigaku@gmail.com
mailto:Khatija.mussa@giz.de
mailto:chimkameza@gmail.com
mailto:Mtisungemigoli@vso.int
mailto:chazikaracheal@gmail.com
mailto:bandababra@gmail.com
mailto:saidibanda@hotmail.com
mailto:collimittochi@gmail.com
mailto:joseph@cisoneccmw.org
mailto:amkoka@gmail.com
mailto:tbengo@gmail.com
mailto:Emmmanuel.masebo.@gmail.com
mailto:Amulungu4@GMAIL.COM
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22 Fiskan Msiska DIGITAL WIZARD 0884485314 fmsiska@gmail.com  

23 Melina 

Chirwa  

TIMVENI 0888762009 melinachirwa@gmail.com  

24 Fiskani 

Kaluwa  

CTTBD 0884576852 fiskanikalua@gmail.com  

25 Norah 

Machinjiri 

ICRISAT 0999031111 nmachinjiri@gmail.com  

26 Steven 

Chilundu 

 

NPL 

0999031111 nmachinjiri@gmail.com  

27 Dominic 

Nyasulu 

MNCC 0999732195 dominicnyasulu@gmail.com  

28 Abel 

Nkulama 

NYNCC 0995973507 nkulamaabel@gmail.com  

29 Josephy 

Thomas 

MALASHA 

BRIQUETTES 

0998676161 Jehovahshammah15@gmail.com  

30 Ahab 

Kafansiyanji 

FAYDE 0999985019 akafansiyanji@gmail.com  

31 Sinthembile 

Tembo 

MREPG 0888765696 Sithembiletembo@undp.org  

32 Ron Kabvina REHAMA 0999888203 Ron.kabvina@gmail.com  

33 Lioyd 

Mswana 

MARAVI POST 0884235871 Lioydmbwana.u@gmail.com  

34 Daniel Misili SHAYONA 

CEMENT 

0888681025 danielmisili@gmail.com  

35 Benson 

Mwiba 

BDM HOLDINGS 0885954682 Bdm03091987@gmail.com  

36 Tchaka 

Kamanga 

SELF HELF 

AFRICA 

0888988540 tchakakamanga@selfhelpafrica.org  

37 Chikondi 

Chavuta 

ACTIONAID 0999434298 Chikondi.chabvuta@actionaid.org  

38 Prince 

Chambala 

WATER WORKS 0998434434 princechambala@yahoo.com  

39 Tony 

Kamwendo 

CLEAN ENERGY 0999559146 tonykamwendo@gmail.com  

40 Chawezi 

Gondwe 

COMMUNITY 

ENERGY MW 

0995432515 chawezigondwe@gmail.com  

41 Admore 

Chiumia 

GREEN IMPACT 0999401804 Admoresc@gmail.com  

42 Julius 

Ng’oma 

CISONECC 0888795957 julius@cisoneccmw.org  

mailto:fmsiska@gmail.com
mailto:melinachirwa@gmail.com
mailto:fiskanikalua@gmail.com
mailto:nmachinjiri@gmail.com
mailto:nmachinjiri@gmail.com
mailto:dominicnyasulu@gmail.com
mailto:nkulamaabel@gmail.com
mailto:Jehovahshammah15@gmail.com
mailto:akafansiyanji@gmail.com
mailto:Sithembiletembo@undp.org
mailto:Ron.kabvina@gmail.com
mailto:Lioydmbwana.u@gmail.com
mailto:danielmisili@gmail.com
mailto:Bdm03091987@gmail.com
mailto:tchakakamanga@selfhelpafrica.org
mailto:Chikondi.chabvuta@actionaid.org
mailto:princechambala@yahoo.com
mailto:tonykamwendo@gmail.com
mailto:chawezigondwe@gmail.com
mailto:Admoresc@gmail.com
mailto:julius@cisoneccmw.org
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43 Mateyu 

Kumwenda 

MVB 0888691471 mateyuk@gmail.com  

44 Mateyu 

Banda 

MVB 0883459041 - 

45 Owen lupesya Zodiak Broadcasting 

Services  

0888729684 lupesyaoj@gmail.com  

 

  

mailto:mateyuk@gmail.com
mailto:lupesyaoj@gmail.com
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Annex 2 List of People who contributed through SMSs  

No Name Location  Phone Number 

1 Jimmy Mzilahowa Not indicated 0882824321 

2 Not indicated Not indicated 0996596679 

3 Not indicated Not indicated 0995397645 

4 Not indicated Not indicated 0992400850 

5 Not indicated Not indicated 0888326303 

6 Mwawasalimu Makanjira, Mangochi  0996875846 

7 Not indicated Not indicated 0993769458 

8 Charity Makonda Salima 0885903663 

9 Dr Praise Mtoloka Livingstonia, Rumphi 0991435962 

10 Joseph Nthondo  Kasungu 0888122277  

11 Not indicated Not indicated 0991658032 

12 Sheikh Matiyana Mangochi 0886659249  

13 kumbuku Maona, Blantyre 0881249261 

14 Not indicated Not indicated 0991314115 

15 Not indicated Not indicated 0999920107  

16 Geoffrey  MHG, Rumphi 0999032740 

17 Not indicated Not indicated 0993316155 

18 Bernard Nahu Not indicated 0992683713  

19 Not indicated Not indicated 0996348788 

20 Bernard Ching’ona Malembo, Lilongwe 0994441935  

21 Forest Officer Not indicated 0993697738 

22 Shanton Gondwe Area 25, Lilongwe 0881085164 

23 Wedson Shadreck  Not indicated 0880579008 

24 Not indicated Not indicated 0991436525 

25 Solofati Not indicated 0995348397 

26 Not indicated Not indicated 0991698546 

27 Topson Mwale, from Vision 

of the Youth Organisation 

(VOVO) 

Nkhotakota 0997203855 

29 Pachalo Silumbi Chitipa 0888484950 

30 Austin Chilasah Ntchisi  0992879503 

31 Zondo Mchinji 0992202679 

32 Moyo Mzimba 0884549225 

33 Mphambano Sathe Kasiya, lilongwe 0992480876 

34 Namonde Phalombe  0996644183 

35 Jasten Vatsitsi Likoma Island  0997171878  

36 Nkhoma Mvera, Dowa 0999921557  

37 Weston Banda Madisi  0880814445 
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38 Joseph Nthondo Kasungu 0888122277 
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Annex 3 Panel Discussion Photos 

 
Owen Lupesya before beginning the discussion 

 
Part of the audience during the panel discussion 

 
The panelists during the discussion 

 
Dr Collen Zalengera from Mzuzu university 

responding to some questions and comments 

directed to him 

 
Julius Ng’oma giving some comments during the discussion 

 
Part of the audience at the discussion 
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Dr Zalengera- Mzuni and Barbara Banda from NABW 

on the panel 

 
Mike Manda from MEJN asking questions to 

the panelists 

 
Charles Mkoka from the Association of Environmental 

Journalists giving some questions 

 
Etta M’mangisa from UNDP giving the role of 

other development partners during the discussion 

  

 

   

 

 


